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Approximation by Families of Multipliers for 
(C, a)-Bounded Fourier Expansions in Locally Convex Spaces. 
I. Order-Preserving Operators 
DI~DICATl:D TO PROFESSOR G. C;. LOW\-Il. Oh ‘I tII. 
OCCASION OF 111s SIXTY-I-II-TIH HIRTHDA’I’ 
1. INTROD~~CTION 
In 5ome previous papers [I, 4, 1 I] it was shown that certain fundamental 
problems concerning the approximation by linear operators may be treated 
from a unified point of view in arbitrary Banach spaces. The operators in 
question were assumed to be generated via summation processes ot’ abstract 
Fourier expansions. The principal tool was a multiplier criterion based upon 
CesBro (or Riesz) summability. 
In this note we would like to make some initia! remarks concerning 
extension to locally convex spaces. To this end, we lirst describe. in Section 2, 
the general procedure. For the most familiar orthogonal expansions and 
spaces the partial sums are already equicontinuous so that further summa- 
bility conditions and multiplier criteria may be dispensed with. The situation 
changes immediately, however. if one restricts the discussion to order- 
preserving operators (cf. (2.7)) in which one may be interested in connection 
with certain problems in approximation theory (cf. (6.2)). Therefore we 
proceed with these operators in countably normed spaces, the corresponding 
criterion being given by Theorem I. To study some specific examples of 
expansions and spaces, Section 3 treats Hermite series in certain weighted 
function spaces, Section 4 deals with some spaces of (smooth) test functions, 
and Section 5 is concerned with their duals, thus with countable union spaces. 
As m example of the approximation-theoretic problems which may be 
considered, Section 6 compares two different processes with respecl. to their 
rate of convergence. 
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Let %, P, N denote. respectively, the set of all integers, all nonnegative 
integers. and all positive ones. Let X be a CNS, i.e., a complete countably 
normed linear space. the topology being generated by a monotone increasing 
sequence of norm5 {~,(j,,~~ which arc assumed to be in concordance 
(cf. [2, p, 5 ft”.: 3. p. 10 If.]). Thus. if ,Y,, denotes the completion of X by n , 
then A’,,3 A-, 3 ..’ 3 X and .Y fl,: ,, .Y, Let [X] be the class ot‘ all 
continuous linear operators of A’ into itself and {P,Ti,+l, C [X] be a total 
sequence of mutually orthogonal projections. Then with each I‘r X one may 
associate its unique Fourier series expansion 
f’ - c pi, f. ( f,:- Y). (2.1) 
I -0 
With .F the set of all sequences 7 [T,~~,,,-~ of scalars, T E s is called (cf. [5]) 
a multiplier for X (with respect to (P,;)) if for eachfc X there exists an element 
.f7 :y 1 such that 
p,:.f i T/:P,J (k E P). (2.2) 
Since {PA.; is total. ,f7 is uniquely determined by ,fI The corresponding 
multiplier operator T. given via Tf : mm. fr, is a closed linear operator from X 
into itself which is continuous by the closed graph theorem (cf. [9, p. 1261). 
The set of ail multipliers T for X is denoted by M, the corresponding set of 
multiplier operators T by [Xl,,, 
To derive a multiplier criterion one may proceed as in [I. 4, 1 11. Thus, Ict 
the (C. a)-means of (2. I ) be defined by 
(c. y),, f’ : (A,,“) ’ i A’;, , P,,, I; A,,‘ : ()I !i ‘), (2.3) 
i 0 
and assume that. for some ,.Y ‘: 0, the operators (C, x),, are equicontinuous. 
i.e.. for each k E P there exists some 1 E P and a constant C,(k, I) such that 
C,(k, I) being independent of ,f’ and n. Let I” C s be the set of bounded 
sequences and 
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the (fractional) difkrence operator being defined via (for the existence of 
7, . lim ii+-J; 7,. and further details cf. [l 11 and the literature cited there) 
Then one has br,_, C M provided (2.4) holds (cf. proof of Theorem I ). 
However, for the classical orthogonal expansions and spaces to be 
considered in the following, one usually has that the partial sums arc already 
equicontinuous. i.e.: (2.4) holds for k 0. This implies that each element 
-rtbr,, the set of sequences of bounded variation, is a multiplier for X, 
and there is no need for a distinguished theory. This will become quite 
different if one restricts oneself to a suitable subclass of operators arising 
in connection with certain problems in approximation theory (cf. (6.2)). 
To this end, FE [X] will be called order-preserving (for the motivation 
see Section 5) if for each /, E P there exists a constant B,, such that 
Thus F has a (unique) bounded linear extension to the whole Banach space 
X,, . In particular, a multiplier T t M is called order-preserving if the corre- 
sponding multiplier operator T satisfies (2.7). In this case we set 
Correspondingly, we suppose that the (C, x)-means are uniformly order- 
preserving for some n : 0, i.e., for each h- E P there exists a constant C,(k) 
such that 
C,(k) being independent ofj’and II. Then 
TJ ItOREM 1. Let {P,J C [A’] be n total sequewe ?j’ nztttuall~~ ortbogod 
ptvjecfions satisfing (2.9) f or some i)~ .:: 0. T/ten erer!s 7 E hc, 1 I is tm order- 
presercing multiplier and 
Pro@: Analogously to [l] we set up for eachf’E X 
(2.11) 
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Then f 7 E A’,, for each /\ ; P since by (2.9) 
Hence, fT E X = (),I_,, X,. is well-defined for eachfE A’. and (2.10) follows. 
Moreover, FJT 7,. Pi. f’for each k E P since (cf. [ 11, p. 201 and the literature 
cited there) 
For an application of Theorem I to an approximation-theoretical question 
we refer to Section 6. 
3. WEI~HTFD FUNCTION SPACES 
Let L”. I ‘:: y cc, denote usual Lebesgue spaces (with respect to 
ordinary Lebesgue measure), thus, with R the set of real numbers. L”(R) 
is the set of functions for which the norms 
are finite. respectively. L&(R) denotes the set of functions which belong 
locally to L”, i.e., on every compact subset of R. 
Let us now consider some results of Muckenhoupt [6] from the point of 
view of Section 2. For the weights 
L’,.(x) : (I 1 .Y )’ exp{ -~x”/2j, (x, r E R) (3.1) 
let us introduce the Banach spaces 
If the indices r vary over some open interval EC R, then A’,/’ : : nltE X1’,’ is 
a CNS. We would like to treat Hermite expansions on X,“. Thus, if H,,(x) 
is the nth Hermite polynomial given via (cf. [lo, p. lOlf]) 
1 (H,(x)/n!) .P = expf2xs - sz;, 
1,.:” 
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to each f E X,p one may associate its (well-defined, cf. [61, p. 4231, [8, p. 171) 
Hermite series expansion 
‘a, 
.f’ - 1 Pk.fi (3.3) 
k--l, 
where 
(Pkf)W : = &! kT), ,2 J:‘:, f(u) H,.(u) exp{ -u”) dir) H,(x). (3.4) 
For this expansion together with norms a,. given via (3.2) it follows that 
condition (2.9) is satisfied for 01 = 0 provided (cf. [611]) 
P E (i, 4) -l//, < r i 1 -(I/p), (3.5) 
and for 01 = 1 provided (cf. [S]) 
1 < 17 < cc, Y < -(l/Z)) i- 3, if 1 ,: Z7 : 4. 
r i (l/3/1) + (B), if 4 -1 /I :-; x, 
(3.6) 
Y ‘- (l/3/,) ~ 3, if I ‘ 11 s: i, 
I’ ‘- -(l/P) ~ 2, if $ : -‘I p m. 
Thus for each fixed 17, one obtains an open interval E(n, p) of indices r such 
that the (C, oi)-means of (3.3) are uniformly order-preserving on X&a,I,) for 
CY ~= 0 and 01 = 1 according to (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. For example, 
one has (precisely) E(0, 2) = (-4, pi), but E = (1, 2) = (-9, 3). 
Correspondingly one may treat Laguerre expansions in suitable weighted 
function spaces using results of [6], [S] (see also [7] for Jacobi series in 
case N = 0). 
4. SPACES OF TEST FUNCTIONS 
Let us now fit results developed by Zemanian [12, Chapter IX] into our 
setting. Consider Ll’ m= Ln(Z) for some open interval Z : --y (c, d), - 0:: ’ c < 
(1 .: co. For,fE L”, gE Ll”, (l/p) + (1.i~‘) == I, set 
the bar denoting complex conjugates. For certain positive integers nj let A’ 
be a linear differential operator of the form 
9 := eo(X)(d/dXyl e,(x)(d/d.Y)” ... (d/dY)“~ B,(x), (4.2) 
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with infinitely differentiable functions d,(x) I’- 0 on I satisfying 
.y : -g”(s)( ~ 1//&p . . (-~~(~~(/.\-)“ibl(hj(--~/~jlLl-\)li’ H,](X). (4.3) 
Let (hi;~,~,p with ~ A,, ‘.. ,\, I _ ..., ii, p 7c1, be a sequence ol’ real 
eigenvalues of .# corresponding to an orthonormal sequence {I/J,~(.x)~ C 
n14X,.~2 L”(1) of infinitely differentiable cigenfunctions. thus 
d$!J,, /Akli,!, . (%,; I 4”ri) z- s/,.7, . (4.4) 
Then the testing function space .di, is detined to be the set of all complex- 
valued, infinitely differentiable functions ci on / such that 
a,,.qr/> :- sup “““(kVJY), a”“(y) := ‘: ,’ . (4.5) 
crcJ~:l,~ 
is finite for each k E P and 
(&p’, z),,) ($P, :RL $kJ, (4.6) 
for each A-, II t P (so that & turns out to be self-adjoint on .:/I’). 
It follows that XI” is a CBS. For example, one may choose 1 = R, 
92 :- (d/d~,u)~ - x2 +~ I, Ai; :~ -2k, and (cf. (3.4)) 
$Jx) == (2’ck ! (n-)1/2)-1,2 expj --x2/2) H,(x), (k E P). (4.7) 
Here .d” == 6: the Schwartz space of testing functions of rapid descent. 
Let again F E cQJp. Since $I< E Ll”, the Fourier coefkients (9, I/J,) are well- 
defined so that with each q one may associate the expansion 
Cl, 
v - ;, plx, I’,> ‘I‘ 1-m CT’, %iJ %k . 
In order to examine (2.4) for LI =- 0, let there exist,j,, G P such that 
[ii) 
the dash indicating that those (finitely many) indices for which A, == 0 be 
omitted. In view of (4.4) one has 
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and hence by Holder’s inequality 
so that the (C, ol)-means of (4.8) are equicontinuous (in the sense of (2.4)) 
for 01 = 0. On the other hand, the corresponding condition (2.9) is generally 
only satisfied for certain larger values of 01, depending upon p and {P,.). 
Let us consider the trigonometric system in some detail. Thus choose 
I = (--7~, YT), S --_ --i(d,‘&) and, with a different numbering system, 
& = k, v’,,&(X) = (277-l/” ei”J, (k E Z). 
Then .dp may be identified with 9,, , the set of infinitely differentiable, 
2x-periodic functions. On gBn one may define a total sequence of orthogonal 
projections {P,SkEp by 
(Pocp)(.x) := p^(O), (P,pl)(x) :- q&(k) eiliz +- $pk) cihs (k E N), 
(4.10) 
cp^(,i) being thejth complex Fourier coefficient 
Then the corresponding partial sum operators (C, 0), are equicontinuous 
since (4.9) is satisfied for ,i,, 7 2 (note that ;/ #,; ,lD -1 1 for all k E P, 
1 s: p < co). On the other hand, whereas they are not uniformly order- 
preserving for p --= 1, (I = co, the (C, I)-means do possess this property 
for all 1 z-g p < co since by Fejtr’s theorem 
Analogously one may deal with all the other classical orthogonal 
expansions such as those into Jacobi polynomials or Laguerre functions. 
Concerning the validity of a condition of type (2.9) one may as above 
consult the results in the corresponding Banach space-setting (cf. [I, 4, 111 
and the literature cited there). 
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5. C~UNTAIILE UXION S~ACXS 
Let i I’,,,; ,,icp be a monotonely increasing seyuencc of Banach space:, 
equipped with the monotonely decreasing scqucncc (T,,<; of norms. i.e.. 
)‘,,, c y,,, I . ~,I, ,(.I‘) n,,,( f ) for al1 ,f”.~ I’,,, (5.1) 
Let Z : U,:, m0 I’?,, be the corresponding countable union space, i.e.. the 
inductive limit of the Y,,,‘s. Then a linear operator 1. from Y into itself is 
continuous if and only if the restriction to each I;,, is continuous, i.e.. to 
each in E P there exists some j ,j(ll2) c P such thnt TT,f/<f, C.,,,,,,,,(,f) 
for all f’~ 1-,,, (cf. [2, p. 201). In case one may take,j i71, i.e., 
n,,,(U) .’ G rjT,,,( .f 1 (,f’(F Y,,,), (S.2) 
L is called order-preserving, thus being a bounded linear operator from 2’!,, 
into itself for each 112 E P. Of course, the constant C,,, depends on the choice 
of,ft Y as far asf’determines 1~ E P via,f’-m I;,, . Obviously, one may proceed 
as in Section 2 to study order-preserving multipliers on Y. 
A significant example of a countable union space is given by the dual 
X” ~~~ U;-m,, /I’,>. F of’ a CNS /I’ (-);-,, X, , X,,,* being the dual of the Banach 
space X,~ . Since the smallest /\ such tlxtf’r~ .I’* belongs to X, * is called the 
order of the functionalj’(cf. [2, p. IO: 3. p. 28]), this motivates the terminology 
for operators satisfying (5.2) (or (2.7)). Of course, if condition (2.9) is \,alid 
on X for some I~ 0, then one may derive the corresponding one on ,Y* by 
duality. Particularly, if X is one of the testing function spaces of Section 4, 
this yields applications to multiplier operators as defined on the corrc- 
sponding spaces of distributions. 1 lowc\er. in this note \tc will not be 
concerned with these details. 
In this section we would like to give an example of the approximation- 
theoretic problems which may be considered in the setting of Section 2. 
Thus let X be a CNS. A family {T(p);,,, ,) C [X] ‘: I\ called an approximation 
process if for each X- E P 
lim (7,,(T(p)J’ .-.~ ./) =m 0 (f’E -0 (6.1) p ,Y 
Let {S(p)J C [X] be a further approximation process. Then (cf. [l I] and the 
literature cited there) one is interested in direct estimates between the 
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quantities T(p)J’-,f’ and S(p),/‘-- ,h thus to establish, for instance, the 
existence of constants A, :, 0 such that for each k E P 
~i,mp),f -.f) -r-: A,,~Qlc(S(p),f -f> (,f‘F x, p > 0). (6.2) 
In this event, the process (T(p)) is said to be better than {S(p)} (in the order- 
preserving sense). 
THEOREM 2. Let {S(p):. {T(p)) C [Xl,, Ii,itll associated nudtipliers {a,(p)l, 
(7,jp)S be such that {S,,.(p)j. yiren ria 
T,,(P) - 1 == ~,~(p)(~,~(p) ~- J) (I< t P, p 3 O), 
tiefiues a ,futidy qf ~~~lifbrml~~ ovtler-l)resen~iflc tmrltipliers. Tlietz the process 
{T(p)) is better tharz {S(p);. 
f’~o~/: If L’(p) E [Xl,,, corresponds to 6(p) t M, then 
P,L( m)./’ - f) -: UP)(~l&) ~ 1) pkf = PL( Up)Np),f’ -- f>>. 
Since {P,J is total, this implies 
RP1.J’ -- .f’ Wp~(S(pl/’ - f) (,#‘E x, p IL 0). 
and therefore (cf. (2.8)) for each k t P 
a,(T(f)J‘-f) :.I ‘1 %J) :Ll;h ~i~(Xp)f--f) if E x, p =- 0). 
which gives the assertion since {S(p)) is uniformly order-preserving. 
Let X. {PI:1 be as in Section 2 such that condition (2.9) is satisfied for some 
.3! ,: 0. Then one may consider the Abel-Cartwright and the Riesz means of 
(2.1). thus for K -’ 0. p I 0 
where for X > 0 (for the convergence of the first series cf. [I. Part II; 
I I. p. 231) 
w(t) = e-t. 
\(I ~ t)“, 
r,,(t) :-- ,(), 
0 -: t :. I, 
I -:t, 
respectively. For each K I-, 0, X > a one has (cf. [I, Part 11, II]) that 
uniformly for p ‘3- 0. Moreover, if one sets 
c/(t) =--= [w(t) -- l]@,,(t) - 11, 
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then it follows for each K .- 0, x ,;- i that (cf. [I 1, p. 581) 
i4(wp)“);, (l/k/((k/p)“)i c Dr, , . 
uniformly for p ,> 0. Therefore by Theorems I. 2 the Abel-Cartwright means 
are better than the Kicsz means, and vice versa, i.e., the processes (6.3) are 
equivalent for X ::, ,x. For integral L this holds true for /\ Y as well. 
Now one may specify the spuccs .Y and projections (Pi:. For example, 
if one considers Hermite expansions on weight spaces according to Section 3, 
then for X I 
for each Y E E(1, p), the constants A,. , B,. being independent offs X&(r,I,) and 
p 1 0. Correspondingly, in the setting of Section 4 one has for (h 11s ,Y) h >- :Y 
for each k E P and for alIfE .dii, p ;. 0, in case the corresponding expansion 
(4.8) satisfies condition (2.9) for some (integral) u 0. Note that 
%jW,(p)Y = W,(p) tijcp by examining the Fourier coefficients. 
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